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Abstract—The practical implementation of audio-video coupled speech recognition systems is mainly limited by the hardware complexity to integrate two radically different information capturing devices with good temporal synchronisation. In this paper, we propose a solution based on a smart CMOS image sensor in order to simplify the hardware integration difficulties. By using on-chip image processing, this smart sensor can calculate in real time the X/Y projections of the captured image. This on-chip projection reduces considerably the volume of the output data. This data-volume reduction permits a transmission of the condensed visual information via the same audio channel by using a stereophonic input available on most of the standard computation devices such as PC, PDA and mobile phones. A prototype called VMIKE (Visio-Microphone) has been designed and realised by using standard 0.35um CMOS technology. A preliminary experiment gives encouraged results. Its efficiency will be further investigated in a large variety of applications such as biometrics, speech recognition in noisy environments, and vocal control for military or disabled persons, etc.
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I. INTRODUCTION

AUDIO-VISUAL coupled speech recognition using both voice and video information (talking face) is a natural extension of the pure voice based speech recognition. It can potentially improve the recognition accuracy in some difficult situations such as noisy environments. Visual information is thought to be actively used in human speech recognition activity [1]-[4]. For example a person in a very noisy subway station is able to recognise correctly the speech of other people by observing his lips movements because the visual information on lips motion is not corrupted by the ambient acoustic noise [4]. The recent studies [1] have demonstrated that the audio-visual speech recognition systems (AVSR) can effectively improve the recognition rate. However, two major problems have to be taken into consideration: 1) algorithms which can extract lips information in real-time and 2) hardware integration of the audio and visual captures with good temporal synchronisation.

In contrast to recent research in video-audio coupled speech recognition studies, we will not use sophisticated image analysis oriented extraction of the lips shape and motion features. We think that a simple projection on the axis X & Y of the lips region could give a salient information to increase speech recognition accuracy in hostile environments [5], to enhance speech analysis based biometrics against simple playback attack [6][7] and to improve the reliability of speech controlled command interface in some difficult situations [8]. From our observation, when an image sensor is mounted on a microphone, a user has a natural reflex to point the sensor to the mouth with pretty good alignment. This fact simplifies considerably the problem because the lips region detection and segmentation is no longer necessary in this configuration. A typical image captured by such a device is shown in Fig. 1; the correlation between the lips opening and the projections is clearly visible.

By this algorithm simplification, it is possible to design and implement this projection computation inside a smart CMOS image sensor. The output data volume of this smart sensor is largely reduced and comparable to that of voice signal. In this way, the video and audio signals can be injected into a general purpose computing device such as a PC via the standard stereophonic input. This device called Vmike (Visio-Microphone) will give not only natural synchronisation between image and voice but also a very simple and easy way to integrate Vmike in real applications. In the following
sections, we will present the detailed implementation of this Vmike smart CMOS image sensor and give some first hand experimentation results.

II. DESIGN AND REALIZATION OF VMIKE

A. Vmike Smart Sensor Structure and Design

The Vmike image sensor is made of a photodiodes array in which the vertical and horizontal wires connect alternatively the photodiodes to X and Y projection nodes as shown in Fig. 2. This will permit not only to reduce enormously the surface of the pixel because there is no need to use buffer amplifiers to amplify signal issued from pixel array of the sensor but also it will guarantee the facility of wiring inside the chip.

![Fig. 2 Vmike smart sensor’s architecture](image)

The X/Y projections are formed directly by wiring photodiodes into the respective projection nodes. The projections are read out sequentially by using a capacitive circuit.

A differential ambient light suppression mechanism is implemented in Vmike sensor. For each image capturing, two frames are captured, one with LED on and the other with LED off. The projections of these two frames are stored at two capacitor arrays (C1 & C2) as shown in Fig. 3. The stored images will be subtracted from each other during the image readout phase by using on-chip differential amplifier.

![Fig. 3 Schematic of pixel unit and readout circuit](image)

This differential capture is further combined with the necessary modulation of the X/Y projections signals. Because all the audio interfaces use AC coupled structure, so the X/Y projections can not be injected directly inside. Otherwise the DC component will be lost and result in waveform distortion. A modulation is necessary. This modulation is combined with the image differential readout by permutating alternatively the connection between the C1 & C2 and the readout buses as shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. The carrier central frequency will be the half of the Vmike sensor’s readout frequency which can be adjusted by the microcontroller generating the control signals.

![Fig. 4 (a) Original image projection, (b) Modulation by successive alternation, and (c) Modulated Signal](image)

Recovery of the modulated signal may be made by direct detection from the absolute value of the modulated signal as shown in Fig. 6. The frame synchronization is detected by using the silence time corresponding to Vmike sensor’s exposure time.

![Fig. 6 Demodulated signal](image)
We have designed and realized a 200x200-pixel prototype circuit in 0.35 µm CMOS technology from AMS via French CMP service. Pixel pitch is of about 10µm. Tanner software and Hspice are used to design and simulate this circuit respectively (see Fig. 7 (a)). The image sensor circuit was encapsulated using a traditional image sensor package CLCC. Total power consumption is less than 3mW from a 3.3-V supply (see Fig. 7 (b)).

A prototype Vmike has been realized. The control signals are generated by a microcontroller, AT89C2051 as shown in Fig. 8. All is in form of a hand held microphone. When we speak in the microphone and the smart sensor will point instinctually to mouth region. The audio and video signals are combined by using stereophonic jacks. Fig. 9 shows the functional Vmike prototype. In this prototype the frame rate is fixed at 12 images per second, which gives a projection central frequency of 2.4 KHz. It will be increased further. The main reason to use this low speed is the fear of possible dysfunction of sound card with the fast transition in the Vmike sensor's output.

C. Preliminary Experiment

The first experiment with Vmike has been done on a PC by using an audio waveform capturing shareware, Audacity. The X/Y projection signal is stored in a file and then the demodulation has been done by using MatLab (see Fig. 10). A real-time demodulation and displaying interface will be programmed soon.

III. CONCLUSION

This paper presents an X/Y projection calculating smart image sensor augmented microphone Vmike which is dedicated to simplify the hardware implementation of audio-video coupled speech recognition applications. Thanks to on-
chip X/Y projection computation, the video signal bandwidth has been successfully reduced to the same as of the audio signal. A smart sensor of 200x200 pixels has been designed and fabricated in 0.35um CMOS process. A functional prototype has been realized. The first experimentation gives very encouraging results and further investigations are on the way. This small, simple, low power and low cost device can be used in many applications based on speech recognition such as biometrics, voice commands, etc.
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